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ABSTRACT

The concept of mashup is gaining tremendous popularity and its application can be seen in a large number of domains. Enterprises using and relying upon mashup have improved their mass collaboration and personalization. In order for mashup technology to be widely accepted and widely used, we need a methodology by which can make use of the quality of the input to the mashup process as a governing principle to carry out mashup. This paper reviews the concept of mashup in different domains and proposes a conceptual solution framework for providing quality based mashup process.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.m [Miscellaneous]: Trust, H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Group and Organization Interfaces – Web-based interaction.

General Terms
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Mashup, Trust, Reputation, Quality, CCCI metrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, the adaptation of new web-related technologies has been going on at a rapid rate. The emergence of Web 2.0, the application and integration of Web 2.0 based technologies has opened up new and innovative ways of collaboration and research challenges that need to be addressed. Among the suite of Web 2.0 technologies is mashup, which is defined as a combination of openly published APIs (Application Programming Interface), content (eg. data tables), and application components (eg. Web services) to extract information from several different sources, which are combined, and revised in other forms (eg. twitter with Google Maps to view images on the maps) [14].

Mashup can be used by people from who are normal internet users (for data mashup) to professionals or application developers. Additionally, the application of mashup can be seen in different domains. A case in point is the VARIAZIONI project, where in semantic content enriching is carried out on a collaborative basis, which would be useful for non-technical users who can easily catalogue the existing digital assets, comprising multimedia master classes audio/video concerts, images, scanned documents, etc and create new contents from the existing contents of other institutions [1]. Mashup architectures extending SOA model are have been used [2] to facilitate service composition in the form of mashup component model and to help developers leverage to create their own composite services. Jin et al [3] have provided some directions for building both simple as well as sophisticated mashup-based applications.

As the number of individuals and organizations utilizing the mashup technology is increasing the crucial issues is to develop a methodology for quality based mashup process. In this paper we present a conceptual overview of a methodology for mashup which is governed or driven by the quality of the underlying data source. In the context of this paper, we refer to mashup of various data sources into a larger information set. However, this method can be equally applicable to services as well.

This paper is divided into four sections. In Section 2 we summarize and discuss the general approaches and applications of mashup. In Section 3 we will present a conceptual solution framework to enable quality based mash up processes. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper and sets the ground for future work.

2. BACKGROUND

The emerging technologies of Web 2.0 and Semantic Web are providing great facilities to the end users. At the same time they are opening up numerous research issues and problems that need to be addressed. Concepts such as community, usability, organization and presentation are the pillars of Web 2.0. Mashup is one of the most interesting technologies within the framework of Web 2.0 and its usage is growing rapidly. "Crystal Tools" are...
used to provide a mechanism for visual mashup of web, image, video, news, blogs and tagging search results, from diverse data sources, into a single integrated display [4].

Hotta et al [6] have proposed the use of web content collaboration and personalization simultaneously. In their method the Client Side Information Management (CSIM) collaborates (they make use of the term collaborate to refer to mashup) web contents without the exchange or personal data. The concept gives a protection on user’s personal data. Migration strategy to SOC, based on one of the Web 2.0 challenges, namely the mashup technology is one of the major issues for legacy software users [5][7]. Cetin et al [5], [7] have proposed a roadmap for migration of legacy software to pervasive service-oriented computing. Web information extraction method can generate the virtual

Han et al [8] propose the use of web service functions from web applications at client side. This method called “World in Web”. Integrate the general web applications since integration is limited to the Web sites that provide the open Web service APIs, and currently, most existing Web sites do not provide Web services [8].

Vancea et al [10] explore the application of mashup technology in databases. Due to the powerful features of the database system, the authors propose a web mashup process that is supported by integration and synchronization at the database level. This is an interesting aspect because traditionally the source of the contents used for mashup process was from feeds or API-based web services, which have limitations such as working with complex data structures and different APIs for each web server that needs different implementations for mashup users. The authors proposed a generic proxy mechanism for data integration and synchronization to support database-driven web mashup architecture [10]. Nakano et al [11] have proposed a method for creating web services from web applications. They proposed an effective method of creating wrappers that makes Web applications usable as Web services. This method extracts important segments, such as search results of a hotel search application, from an HTML document generated by the web application and generates extraction rules for the wrappers.

2.1 Mashup in Enterprises

Leveraging service orchestration and integration features in BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) to implement an enterprise composite service is one of the popular approaches in today’s SOA industry. As there are a lot of constraints in BPEL, Service Component Architecture (SCA) can be the replacement that aims to provide a more open, flexible and scalable framework to create a composite service in SOA [12]. The authors [12] propose the implementation of an enterprise mashup composite service in SOA through a use case study and User Profile Use Case. In their proposed method a user profile use case was to create a universal interface to access information including person info, travel info, project info, property info, community info etc.

Another work in enterprise service mashup [13] introduces the main components of this new paradigm, and discusses the design principles of this architecture, upcoming intermediaries and mass collaboration, lightweight composition as well as perpetual beta development model. This architecture is able to provide individual and heterogeneous enterprise applications in a shorter time.

Mashup has a lot of importance, benefits and possibility in enterprises besides its effectiveness in personalization and support for user choice [14]. Makki et al [14] have shown the benefits of such enterprise mashups in terms of personalization, organization, ease of navigation, and interpretation value for users and presentation, although the aspects of insecurity and instability on a webpage associated with data mashups makes it difficult to implement mashups in enterprises.

2.2 Mashup in specialized domains

Mashups are successfully used in some specialized domains where the benefits can be seen obviously. Support for e-learning has made Web 2.0 most attractive modern web technology for the users, replacing the previously used technologies and the success and failures of different approaches used in e-learning [15]. The concepts of ownership, blogs, simulation etc are seen as a success factor in e-learning. These factors can be easily seen in Web 2.0 especially in mashup. Data integration is another major issue in Bioinformatics domain [16]. The two web-technologies i.e. semantic web and Web 2.0's mashup, have the potential to address the important issue of data integration in bioinformatics. Mashup and Web 2.0 are also being used in online travel information systems [17]. Wang et al [17] have proposed an ontology and Bayesian Network based methodology for tourism. The efficiency of their proposed method is presented in the form of an intelligent recommendation system. Their system works by integrating heterogeneous online travel information through ontology and personalized recommendation system. Bayesian network technique method is used for modeling and determining users’ preferences in order to provide recommendations to the users. Wang et al [17] have proposed a system that recommends tourist attractions to a user by taking into account the travel behavior both of the user.

Yan et al [18] have proposed the integration of GIS and hydrological models in order to predict the stream flow in the Oak Ridge Moraine, Southern Ontario, Canada. They have integrated Google maps and IHACRES (Identification of unit Hydrographs and Component flows from Rainfall, Evaporation and Stream flow data). Their proposed method has lots of advantages like, platform independence no need of any GIS software installation etc. The proposed method is cost effective, as Google Maps can provide crucial spatial information including high-resolution images and road networks. Additionally, it is less time consuming as developers only need to process part of spatial data, such as basin boundary, stream network and temporal data. Wood et al [19] have introduced the notion of Geovisualization mashup, where in freely available functionality and data are loosely but flexibly combined using de-facto exchange standards. Using this approach, novel combinations of interaction and visual encoding can be developed including spatial ‘tag clouds’, ‘tag maps’, ‘data dials’ and multi-scale density surfaces.

Travel service is another domain where the concept of mashup can benefit the users [20]. Various travel services are integrated to form a mashup of these services. Algorithms are developed in order to find the shortest path for traveling from one location to another with the cheapest prices. The shortest path algorithm is
2.3 Technology Integration

Recently there has been discussion on the two important web technologies i.e. Web 2.0 and Semantic Web as being complementary to each other rather than competitors [17, 21]. Each field can and must draw from the other’s strengths. It is envisaged that the future Web applications will retain the Web 2.0 focus on community and usability, while drawing on the Semantic Web infrastructure to facilitate mashup-like information sharing [21]. Semantic Web technologies must integrate with Web 2.0 services in order for both to leverage each other’s strengths. Wang et al [17] propose to create a semantic mashup. In their proposed method Semantic Web technologies can support information integration.

Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) allows a computer application to access features from a telephone device or telephony network. These are commonly proprietary-based, platform dependent and usually designed and implemented by telephony experts [22]. Venkatchalam et al [22] propose a web application mashup that uses a high-level communication service, which are highly efficient and cost effective, and also present experiences from the prototype implementation. A communication-enabled kiosk as a representative example is used for the application mashup [22].

In their proposed method, Yelmo et al [9] combine web and network services. This can be viewed as a creative step towards complex application development or mashup. These user-centric service creation environments have the ability to improve the service offering with profitable, value-added services faster and cheaper than ever before [9].

2.4 Content ranking and recommendations

Researchers have proposed the use of ranking algorithms before the mashup process in order to ensure the quality of the resultant content. Alba et al [23] have proposed the use voting theory as means to enable quality based mashup process in the music domain. Their proposed method examines a Top 10 artist chart based on user comments and listening behavior from several Web communities [23]. Two major voting schemes are employed namely the majority-based and position-based schemes to combine rankings in a fair and effective manner.

Chen et al [24] examine the effectiveness of combining opinions from multiple sources. Their method proposes is based on information recommendation and is supported by Ubiquitous Personal Study (UPS). UPS is a framework of personalized virtual study and is successfully implemented with Web 2.0. Wang et al [17] propose an intelligent recommendation system for tourism domain that is leverages on an ontology and Bayesian Network based methodology.

The difficulty in finding and suggesting the most relevant service candidates for new mashups is increasing due to the increasing number of web services. Blake et al [25] propose a novel approach for enhanced syntactical matching for service mashups. They propose to use an overarching matching algorithm called Tendency-Based Syntactic Matching-Levenshtein Distance and Letter Pairing (TSM-LP). Their methods can also be used for prediction service mashups in the future.

Accountability related issues in mashup services are more complex when compared to non-repudiation in an eCommerce transaction. As the service is mashed up from a number of sources the content presented may not be delivered by the content originator, and the source content may be altered or extended during the mashup process. In order to enable accountability of mashup of services there should be disclosure, trust, and undeniability [26].

From the above comprehensive review of the literature it can be observed that the concept mashup is gaining tremendous popularity and acceptance in various domains. However, it is very important to note that in the existing literature there is no such mechanism that can be used to ensure that the content of the mash up process is reliable and trustworthy. The quality of the output mashup process would be directly related to the inputs to the mashup process. In the following section we will propose a conceptual solution framework, which can solve this issue.

3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Let us assume that a given end-user (say user A) intends to create a mashup of data sources on a given coherent topic. Throughout the discussion assume that the user intends to create a mashup from a finite number of data sources. However, in reality our proposed methods could be used to form a mashup of services in order to make a composite service.

We assume the existence of a semantic service search engine (like the one proposed by Dong et al [28]) or a semantic information search engine which would be able to find out those data sources/services specified by the end-user. Using such a search engine the user would be able to find out various information (or services) that can be combined with each other in a mash up process. The crucial question that arises at this stage is to have a methodology by which the Quality of this information (or service) can be decided before the end user initiates the mashup process. In other words we intend to propose a methodology where in the end user can make an informed decision of the components that (s)he is using for the mashup process based on the quality of those components.
During the first step the user sends a request to the browser (for mashup content only). The syntax of the proposed request is as follows:

\[
\text{Request} \ (\text{SType, QLevel, PType})
\]

Where,

\text{SType} is a variable that denotes the type of source that the end-user is requesting for the mashup process. The Source Type (SType) variable can have values in the form the type of the information or service the users want like, courier service, car rental, hotel, airline ticketing etc (and);

\text{QType} is a variable that denotes the desired quality of the information sources/services that are being returned by the QSF (and);

\text{PType} is a variable denoting Preference Type. This variable can have the following four values, namely. The value of PType is used to determine the value of QType.

The end-user may choose the parameter PType as EXACT. In this case those sources would be selected which have a quality value equal to the value specified in QLevel. Mathematically, this may be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{If PType} = \text{EXACT then}
\]

\[
\text{Quality} = \text{QLevel}
\]

Alternatively, the end-user may choose the parameter PType as BEST. In this case the sources with the highest quality are selected. Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{If PType} = \text{BEST then}
\]

\[
\text{Quality} = 5
\]

Moreover, the end user may choose the parameter PType as AVAILABLE. In this scene value they would receive all the available sources of the specified irrespective of their quality level.

\[
\text{If PType} = \text{AVAILABLE then}
\]

\[
\text{Quality} \geq 0
\]

Finally, the end user may choose the parameter PType as SUITABLE. In this case they would receive all those sources whose quality value is higher than the QLevel provided by the user.

\[
\text{If PType} = \text{SUITABLE then}
\]

\[
\text{Quality} \geq \text{QLevel}
\]

The Quality Manager would then pass on the retrieved results back to the browser along with their quality levels. The end user can then choose from the sources in a customized fashion based on the quality assessments. Subsequently the mashup process is carried out.
At the end of the process the user may provide feedback about the quality of the data sources. These values are then used to populate the Quality Source Framework.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we carried out a review of the existing literature on mashup. We discussed and pointed out that mashup has different applications in different domains. Additionally, we discussed that in the current literature there is no methodology by which the quality of the inputs to the mashup process can be determined. Once the quality of the inputs to the mashup process has been determined the user can subsequently choose those inputs that are of high quality, thereby resulting in a higher quality output.

We proposed a conceptual solution that can address this issue. We intend to continue working on this issue along many directions. One direction would be to develop the precise mathematical measures and metrics for determining and accessing quality. Another direction would be to find out how the QBE can be best organized and hosted and how the quality information in QBE can be organized and stored. Another additional direction that we intend to work on is to develop a fuzzy-mechanism for search results retrieval during the user query process.
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